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Nouns in Chilungu, a Bantu language spoken in Zambia, exhibit more tonal
distinctions synchronically than exist in many modern Bantu languages. There
exists a five-way distinction in nouns with CVCV sterns and a four-way distinction
in nouns with monosyllabic stems. We show that any synchronic analysis which
assumes a two-way tonal distinction for each Tone Bearing Unit (e.g., H vs. L, or
H vs. ¢) cannot predict the attested number of surface tonal patterns. We avoid this
dilemma by proposing that the final mora of certain noun roots is extraprosodic.
This assumption not only correctly predicts the attested surface patterns, but results
in rules which are well-motivated both theoretically and typologically (in Bantu).
We argue that lexical conditioning of extraprosodicity is a natural outgrowth of
prosodic theory, parallel to the use of lexical stress and lexical accent

o. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we provide an autosegmental analysis which accounts for the
complex array of surface tone classes found in the isolation forms of nouns in
Chilungu, a Bantu language spoken in parts of the N orthem province of Zambia. 1
Typologically. Chilungu nouns are interesting in that there appear to be more
tone classes synchronically than exist in most modern Bantu languages which
retain (at least) some of the Proto-Bantu tone patterns (many, of course, having
* We wish to thank our consultant, Alfred Sikazwe, for his time and patience during the elicitation
of these forms. Additionally, we benefitted from comments and suggestions from Bruce Hayes,
Larry Hyman, Sharon Inkelas, and Robert Botne. Of course, we remain responsible for any errors
or omissions.
1 According to Ohannessian and Kashoki [1978] there were 69,000 speakers of the language in
1969. Chilungu (M.14) is closely related to neighboring Zambian languages Fipa, Mambwe,
Inamwanga. and Iwa. The data presented in this paper were elicited from Alfred Sikazwe, a native
speaker of Chilungu. To the best of our knowledge, the only other study of the language is found
in Kagaya [1987] which is non-generative and mainly descriptive.
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even fewer tonal distinctions). For instance, there is a five-way tonal distinction
in CV -CVCV nouns in Chilungu (formed by attaching a noun class prefix to a
noun stem) whereas the Proto-language had four: the tone of the class prefix
remaining constant and the tone pattern of the root being one of HH, HL, LH, or
LL. There is a four-way tonal distinction in Chilungu nouns with monosyllabic
stems (whereas the Proto-language had two: the tone pattern of the root being
either H or L).2
(1)

(2)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

H-HL:
H-!HL:
H-LH:
H-LL:
L-L L:

mu-16mo
lu-!Umi
rna-salai
mu-sana
chi-zule

'mouth'
'tongue'
'sorghum'
'waist'
'tobacco garden'

a.
b.
c.
d.

H-L:
F-L:
L-L:
H-IH:

ma-vi
kCt-twi
mu-nwe
chi-!pa

'excreta'
'ear'
'finger'
'eyelid'

It will be shown below that the tonal distinctions, sometimes manifested in part
on the noun class prefix (see examples Od-e), (2a-c)), are completely due to the
tonal specification of the root, as the class prefixes in (1) and (2) do not contrast,
phonogically, in tone. It should be evident that a simple two-way underlying tonal
contrast, e.g., H vs. Lor H vs. j2S, on Tone Bearing Units (TBU's) within the stem
cannot account for all of the tone classes, as that type of system generates only 2n
tone patterns (where n = the number of stem TBU's). The challenge then becomes
one of how to account for the forms above without adopting assumptions which
vastly overgenerate (e.g., allowing underlying contours, or freely assigning H vs.
L vs. j2S, both of which will be addressed below in §3). 3

2 It should be noted that the 'extra' tonal class is not due to the merging of Proto Bantu *CVV and
*CV syllables, as Chilungu maintains the phonemic vowe11ength distinction postulated for Proto
Bantu.
3 In the discussion which follows, we discuss and account for the tone patterns of Chilungu nouns
as they occur in isolation. While we will not attempt to provide a complete description and analysis
of the various nouns in phrasal contexts, we provide here an example of the nouns in (1) in a
phrasal context: mu-ZomO u-sWrul 'good mouth', ZU-' /(mi ZU-sUmO. 'good tongue', ma-saka ya-sWrul
'good sorghum', mu-sana u-surna 'good waist', chi-zuZe chi-surna 'good tobacco garden'. We
note that the tone patterns of nouns (la-d) remain the same in this phrasal context. The final mora
of (le) is raised to a High. This could be accounted for by a rule which inserts a High tone on the
final mora of the fITSt of two toneless words in a phonological phrase. The insertion of a High tone
in this location within a phrase (sometimes subject to additional conditions) is attested elsewhere
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In order to account for the tonal contrasts illustrated above, we propose that in
addition to an underlying H vs. ~ contrast on TBU's, the final TBU of a noun
may be lexically extraprosodic. Crossing these two parameters provides the
'extra' tonal distinctions not found in Proto-Bantu, as illustrated schematically
below for CVCV nouns.
(3)

a. CVC<V>
b. CVC<V>
I
H

c. CVCV
d. CVCV
I
H

e. CVCV
I
H

While the positing of lexical extraprosodicity in noun roots runs counter to
Inkelas's [1989:154] claim that "only those phonological elements belonging to
affixes and clitics can be lexically invisible", we hope to demonstrate below that
assuming lexical extraprosodicity of this kind provides a more explanatorily
adequate analysis than alternative analyses which make no such assumption. We
will return to Inkelas's claim in §4 below.
The structure of the rest of the paper is as follows. First, we will briefly
discuss the syllabic and morphological structure of the forms to be analyzed (§ 1).
We will then provide an analysis of all the tone classes found in Chilungu,
formalizing all the tonological processes necessary to derive the surface forms
(§2). Finally, we discuss the advantages of our analysis over other possible
analyses (§3), and present the theoretical implications of our proposal (§4).
1. Preliminaries

The diacritics and autosegmental representations of the tones found in the
language are given in (4) below, which presents an inventory of the possible
tone/syllable types.
within Bantu, occuring in Kinyambo [Bickmore 1989], Runyankore [Johnson 1976], and Haya
[Hyman and Byarushengo 1984].
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(4) Tone/syllable types and their representations
Low
,
v, vv

High
,
v, vv

cr cr
I /\

cr cr
I /\

cr
I

cr
/\

Il Illl

Il Illl

Il

Illl

L

H H

LH

LH

I V
L

I V

Downstepped H
I '
I "
'v , ·VV

I

V

Falling
'I'
v vv v·v
A

Rising
vv

cr
I

cr
/\

A

cr

cr
/\

Il

1lJ.!

1lJ.!

Illl

HLH HL HLH

LH

A

II

I I

II

Chilungu exhibits downdrift whereby a High tone which follows a Low tone is
pronounced on a lower pitch than a previous High. When the Low tone is
floating, the downstepping of the following H is indicated formally by a raised !
as shown in (4). We assume that the tone bearing unit (TBU) in Chilungu is the
mora. As can be seen, a mora may bear either one or two tones, as there is a
contrast in the language between a short and long Falling tone. 4 Furthermore, the
fall on a bimoraic syllable can be one from High to Low or from High to downstepped High. A Falling tone on a short syllable always originates phonologically
as a High followed by a downstepped High. (Instances of all of these types of
Falling tones will be illustrated below.)
The essentials of Chilungu nominal morphology are as follows. All noun roots
in the language fall into one of several morphological classes, usually consisting
of a singular and plural pair, called a gender. Surface nouns consist minimally of
a class prefix plus the root, e.g., mu-loma 'mouth', where mu is the (singular)
class prefix and -lomo is the root. Chilungu is one of those Bantu languages in
which nouns may surface with a prep refix (in addition to the class prefix), as in
u-mu-Ioma 'mouth'. The semantic and/or pragmatic factors which condition the
appearance or absence of the preprefix in a particular context will not concern us
here. S We provide a formal analysis capable of generating both forms.

2. Tonal analysis
First, as is commonly assumed in the analyses of most Bantu languages, we propose that Low tones are completely underspecified underlyingly (cf. Pulleyblank
[1986], papers in Clements and Goldsmith [1984]). A late rule in the phonology
(to be formalized below) will supply any toneless syllable with a default Low
tone. As regards any 'automatic' linking of tones to tone bearing units, we follow
4 An example of another Bantu language with a phonetic contrast between High and Falling tones
on short vowels is Haya, a Tanzanian Bantu language described by Hyman and Byarushengo
[1984].
5 For an insightful treatment on the presence of the Prepreflx in Haya, another Bantu language in
which the Prepreflx is used similarly, see Chagas [1977].
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Pulleyblank [1986] in assuming a universal Tonal Association Convention (TAC)
by which free tones link in a one-to-one fashion with free TBU's.6 All other tonal
associations are produced by tone rules to be fonnalized below.
(5)

Association Convention (from Pulleyblank [1986:11])
Map a sequence of tones onto a sequence of tone-bearing units,
(a) from left to right;
(b) in a one-to-one relation.

We assume that class prefixes are High-toned underlyingly. The only exceptions are the prefixes of classes la and 2a-/I/J/ (null) and /ya-/, respectivelywhich bear no tone underlyingly.7 We assume that preprefixes are all underlyingly toneless. Both of these assumptions will be justified below.
As noted above, noun roots vary lexically on two parameters. First, the root
can be either toneless or contain a maximum of one High tone pre linked to a
single TBU (unless there is no TBU, in which case the High must be floating). It
would also be possible to analyze the High tones which are linked to the rootinitial mora as floating Highs which would then be associated to the leftmost TBU
by the Association Convention (5). As nothing in our analysis seems to hinge on
this point, we assume the pre linked fonns for expository convenience. Second,
the final TBU of the noun root may be extraprosodic. 8 We will show below that
this extraprosodicity is in fact a lexical property of the root, being neither a
general property of nouns nor predictable by some phonological or morphological property of the root.
The crossing of these two binary parameters generates four tone classes
(where H=High tone and E=final mora extraprosodicity): [-H,+E], [+H,+E],
[+H,-E], [-H,-E]. For expository purposes, we assign a roman numeral to these
four possible 'Tone Classes' and provide examples of abstract monomoraic, bimoraic, and trimoraic fonns in Table 1 below. It should be noted that different

6 Even this, however, may not be universal. See Odden [1987] and Hyman and Ngunga [1994].
7 In Guthrie's [1967-71] noun class system proposed for Bantu languages, Classes 1/2 generally
consist of animate (usually human) nouns, marked in Chilungu by the class prefixes /mu-/ (sg.)
and /a-/ (pl.). There are certain animate nouns in the language which are marked by the class
prefixes /0/ (sg.) and /ya-/ (pl.). Since these nouns take the regular gender 1/2 verbal agreement
markers, we treat them as a special subclass of 1/2 and label them 1a/2a.
.
8 We note that the extraprosodicity of a root consisting of a single mora does not violate Hayes's
[1995] prohibition on total extraprosodicity, as Hayes's prohibition applies to prosodic words,
while any Chilungu root must combine with a (nonextraprosodic) class prefix to become a
prosodic word.
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tone patterns are possible within polysyllabic roots found in Tone Classes II and
III because the underlying High can be located in anyone of several positions. 9
Table 1. Chilungu tone classes

1 Jl

I. [-H, +E]

II. [+H, +E]

<Jl>

<Jl>

III. [+H, -E]

IV. [-H, -E]

Jl

Jl

I

2Jl

Jl <Jl>

H

H

Jl <Jl>

Jl

Jl

H

H
Jl

Jl

I

I

Jl

Jl

I

H
3Jl

Jl Jl <Jl>

Jl Jl <Jl>

Jl Jl Jl

H
Jl Jl <Jl>

H
Jl Jl Jl

I

I

H

I

Jl Jl Jl

I

H
Jl Jl Jl

I

H
Finally, we will assume that processes which affect vowel length precede the
tonal rules to be discussed in detail below. Briefly, while vowel length in Chilungu can be lexically contrastive (e.g., ku-! sula 'to blacksmith', ku-! suula 'to
ignore'), it can also be derived via compensatory lengthening (in all positions
except word-finally). As is the case in many Bantu languages, compensatory
lengthening occurs a) after gliding (e.g., Imu-anal -7 mwdana 'child'), b) after
vowel deletion (e.g., Ima-inol -7 miina 'teeth'), and c) before NC clusters (e.g.,
Imu-ntul --7 muuntu 'person'). This latter process suggests that a nasal which
follows a vowel and immediately precedes another consonant is moraic by
Hayes's [1989] "Weight by Position" principle which assigns a mora to a conso9 It turns out that due to atonal rule to be motivated below (24), there is a neutralization in the
surface tonal pattern of [+H, -E] forms where the High is linked to a pre-final TBU. Therefore,
Chilungu has a 6-way distinction in trimoraic roots rather than a 7-way one.
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nant which is tautosyllabic with a preceding syllable nucleus. A phonological rule
then reassociates the nasal into the onset of the following syllable, and the floating
mora gets reassociated to the previous vowel. When a nasal-consonant sequence is
word-initial, the nasal is not a Tone Bearing Unit; rather, it forms part of the
onset and is, hence, not moraic (e.g., n-zovu 'elephant'). Let us now tum to the
analysis of nouns falling within each of the four Tone Classes.
2.1 Extraprosodicity: Tone class I [-H, +E]: The first set of nouns which
we address are those which phonetically begin with a High tone and stay High
until the final mora, which is Low-toned (see (la)). Some examples of this tone
class are given in (6).1 0
(6) Examples of nouns in Tone Class I [-H, +E]
u-muu-ntu 'person'
u-mu-loma 'mouth'
[-v[-Lezu
'excreta'
'beard'
a-ma-vl
[[-m-Mza
'ribs'
'village'
u-mu-zl
'chin'
f-chf-lezu
, h'l-fUl'a
'well'
l-C

u-mu-z[[nga
[-chaala
u-lu-nyetele
[[-m-bcllam[nwe
u-mw-66ngolola

'beehive'
'field'
'ant'
'ring'

'backbone'

These suface forms can be produced by assuming that all of the class prefixes
illustrated above have an underlying High tone. We propose that this High tone
will spread by rule to the right as far as it can. By also positing that all of these
nouns have an extraprosodic final TBU, we correctly predict that the spreading
(when it occurs) will persist up to the penultimate syllable in each case. To
accomplish the spreading we posit a rule of Iterative Rightward High Spread,
formalized in (7), which has the effect of spreading a linked H tone to a following
free mora. We assume the rule applies iteratively, and will thus continue to
reapply until no further free mora is found. This type of rule has been used in the
analysis of other Bantu languages, e.g., Tonga [Pulleyblank 1986], Shona [Myers
1987], and Xhosa [Downing 1994]).
(7) Iterative Rightward H Spread (RHS)

J.l J.l

I-'-,'

H
A subsequent rule, already alluded to above and formalized in (8) below,
assigns a default Low tone to any free mora(e). We assume that this rule of Low
10 While the fonns given in (6) include the prepreflx, it should be noted that the tone pattern of the
rest of the word remains the same when the preprefix is not present. This is true of all the data
which will be presented below.
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Default Insertion applies to all TBU's not associated with any tone. Since all
TBU's must eventually bear a tone in the phonetic representation, we assume that
at some point extraprosodic TBU's must become visible again. This step in the
derivation, discussed further below, precedes Low Default Insertion and is
labelled 'Visibility' in the derivation.

(8) Low Default Insertion (LD)

®~J..l,
,,
L

Two sample derivations are provided in (9) below to illustrate the effects of these
two rules.
(9) Derivations of nouns of Tone Class I
a. mu-Iom<o>
b. n-balaminw<e>

I

H

Underlying Rep (UR)

H
n-balaminw<e>

Association Convention (5)

H

mu-Iom<o>
1,/'

~:>/

Rightward High Spread (7)

H

H

mu-Iomo

V:

H

n-balaminw<e>

L

mul6mo
'mouth'

n-balaminwe

~

:

H

L

mbalamfnwe
'ring'

Visibility & Low Default (8)

Phonetic Representation (PR)

Visibility must not occur until after Rightward High Spread applies, insuring
the invisibility of the final mora at the time the spreading rule applies. If this
were not the case, Rightward High Spread would incorrectly produce a High on
the final V in forms such as those in (9), in effect neutralizing the distinction
between Tone Class I and Tone Class III (discussed in §2.3 below). The unbounded nature of the Rightward High Spread rule is aptly demonstrated in (9b)
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where the High spreads to all visible morae. (A homorganic nasal assimilation
rule accounts for the change of the Class 9 prefix /n-/ into a labial.)
As mentioned above, nouns must be generated with and without the preprefix.
We will now account for the above forms with the preprefix. We assume a lexical
phonological framework which provides Chilungu with two morphological levels
(cf. Kiparsky [1982] and Mohanan [1986]). The class prefix is added at the first
level, while the preprefix is added at the second level. As the tone of the
preprefix is always identical to the (leftmost) tone associated to the class prefix,
we propose a Level 2 phonological rule which spreads a linked H leftward across
a morpheme boundary to a free mora) 1 This rule is formalized In (10) below.
(10) Leftward High Spread (LHS)
~[~

--- ............I
H

In (9) above we provided sample derivations of two nouns at Levell. In (9')
below, we continue the derivation of the nouns illustrated in (9), beginning with
the output of the first morphological level.
We suggest that the extraprosodicity of the word-final TBo is lost as the form
enters the second level of the lexical phonology. After the addition of the preprefix, Leftward High Spread will insure that any TEO's in the preprefix are
associated with the High linked to the class prefix. Finally, Low Default applies
and the tonification of the forms is complete. As the tonology of the preprefix is
derived in just this way for all forms which exit Level 1 with a High tone on the
leftmost TEO, we limit ourselves to the Levell morphology for the remainder
of the forms to be discussed below.

11 Reference to the morpheme boundary in the rule anticipates derivations of forms to be presented
below. While a linked H must spread leftward to the preprefix in cases like (9'), it must not spread
morpheme internally in cases like (15a-b). Additionally, the assumption that the Preprefix is added
at a subsequent morphological level, while not crucial for the derivations in (9') will be justified
below (see (19».
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(9') Derivation of nouns of Tone Class I: Level 2
a. mu-lom<o>
b. n-balaminw<e>
Output of Levell
V
[.?/
H

H

mu-Iomo

V
H

H

u-mu-Iomo

ii-n-balaminwe

V

I.?-'

H

H

u-mu-lomo

""V
H

ii-n-balaminwe
',',
1/,/
. . . . . . . . ....J?-'"

Addition of Level 2 preprefix

Leftward High Spread (10)

H

u-mu-Iomo
~:
H

Visibility

n-balaminwe
[.?/

L

UrIllil6mo
'mouth'

ii-n-balaminwe

"J/
H

:

Low Default (8)

L

Hmb:ilaminwe

Phonetic Representation (PR)

'ring'

2.2 More benefits of extraprosodicity: Tone class II [+H,+E]: We now
tum to nouns whose surface tonal pattern differs from those just described only
in that the first mora of the root is a downstepped High rather than a High
pronounced at the same level as that of the class prefix. Examples of these are
give in (11) and (12).
(11) a.
b.
c.
d.

u-lu-fUmi
a-ma-'iuta
{-chf-! looto
u-mu-!ktizyaana

(12) a. u-lu-!uzi
b. {-U-!{no
c. {-U-! {nsozi

'tongue'
'oil'
'dream'
'girl'
'river'
'tooth'
'tear'

We suggest that like the nouns in (6), the nouns in (11) exhibit final mora
extraprosodicity accounting for the Low tone on that TBU in each case. We
propose that these nouns differ from those in (6), however, in that the root has a
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High tone linked to the root-initial syllable. To account for the down step we posit
a rule of Low Tone Insertion, which inserts a Low tone between two High tones.
This rule makes such forms consistent with the Obligatory Contour Principle and
provides a phonological (versus a purely phonetic) account of downstep, as was
argued to be the case in other African tone languages in Clements and Ford
[1979] and Pulleyblank [1986]. We will present evidence later that the process is
truly a phonological one, best handled by an ordered rule.The rule is formalized
in (13).

(13) Low Tone Insertion (LI)
~~L/H_H

The application of this rule is illustrated in the derivations in (14) below.
(14) Derivations of nouns of Tone Class II: root-initial H
a. lu - lim<i>
1 1
H H

b. mu - kazyaan<a>
1
1
H H

c. Ii - insoz<i>
1 1
HH

mu - kazyaan<a>
1
1
HL H

Ii - insoz<i>
1 1
HLH

mu - kazyaan<a>
1 1. .:::/
HLH

Ii - insoz<i>
1 1,-'HLH

RHS (7)

Ii - insozi
1 V
HLH L

Visibility & LD (8)

HLHL

mu - kazyaana
1
V--:
HLH
L

[u/Umi

mu/ ktizyaana

U!(nsozi

PR

'tongue'

, girl'

'tear'

lu -limi

1 I:

UR

I
I

In (14) we see exactly how a phonetic downstep is accounted for in the phonology. Because of the presence of the two H tones, Low Tone Insertion will apply.
The Tonal Association Convention, as stated in (5), only provides for the automatic linking of a tone when there is a free TBU. As the L could not link without
the crossing of association lines, it remains floating and is interpreted by the
phonetic component as a downstep. The derivation in (14c) illustrates what
happens when the root is vowel-initial. Low Insertion applies as it does in the C-
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initial cases, creating a falling tone across a long vowel, from High to
Downstepped High. 12
We noted earlier that the High tone in a noun root is not always borne by the
initial TBU. Consider, e.g., the forms i-chf-tolookosi 'jail' and musato 'python',
the second of which falls into gender 1a/2a which has a null class prefix in the
singular and /ya-/ in the plural (see fn. 7). If we assume that the underlying High
tone is linked to the leftmost TBU bearing a phonetic High, these tone patterns
fall out straightforwardly as shown in (15) below.13
(15) Tone Class II with non-root-initial H
a. chi-tolookos<i>
b. 0-musat<0>

1

1

1

H

H

H
Low Insertion (13)

chi-tolookos<i>
1

DR

1

HL H
chi-tolookos<i>
1

:

Tonal Assoc. Convention (5)

1

HL H
chi-tolookos<i>

RHS (7)

1 1 1/

HL H
chi-tolookosi
1

VV:

HL H L
chitolookosi
'jail'

0-musato

Visibility & LD (8) 14

: I:

LHL
musato (pI. ya-musato)
'python'

Forms in this tone class prevent an analysis in which nouns such as u-mu-lomo
'mouth' (9b) are derived via a bi-directional H spreading rule (operating on the
12 In listening to a slowed digital playback of such forms, it is clear that the phonetic Fall in pitch
is indeed from High to down stepped High (i.e., a phonetic level between High and Low). This
should be compared to cases presented later where the phonology produces Falls from High to
Low (22b, 25).
13 Words such as f-chf-tol06k6si 'jail' provide further suppon for the claim that the TBU in
Chilungu must be the mora. While usually associated with the syllable-initial mora (e.g., £-cluUilo
'field'), an underlying H must occasionally be prelinked to the syllable-rmal mora (e.g., k06ntwa

'tick').
14 We assume Low Default applies in such a way as to comply with the OCP.
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High of the class prefix). While such a rule would account for the form, it would
make an incorrect prediction in the cases above where the root H must not spread
to the left. The plural form ya-musato 'pythons' is accounted for in a manner
parallel to the singular if we simply assume that /ya/ is underlyingly toneless. (It
seems to be the only class prefix which is toneless.)
In (15a) we see that Low Insertion (and subsequent TAC) must crucially
precede High Spread in order to bleed it. Were Rightward High Spread to apply
before Low Insertion, the result would be the ungrammatical *chit616!6k6si.
The derivation in (15a) also aptly illustrates the phonological nature of downstep in Chilungu. Up to this point the only manifestation of the Low tone inserted
by the rule in (13) was the phonetic down stepping of the second of two morae
each linked to a High tone. Were this the only evidence for Low Insertion, one
might assume that the downstepping took place in the phonetic component (whose
input would be a representation in which the OCP did not apply to derived forms
(cf. Odden [1986]). However, examples such as (15a) provide additional evidence
that a real Low tone is inserted between two High tones in the phonology, as the
Low, in conformity with the Association Convention (5), is phonetically realized
on the leftmost free tone bearing unit, and blocks the High to its left from
spreading rightward.
A final set of nouns which we will consider here is provided in (16).
(16) a.
b.
c.
d.

{i-m-bfla
ff-n-dObo
{i-n-dfmi
f-k[i-twi

'announcement'
'fish-hook'
'tongues'
'ear'

Nouns in (16a-b) are formed with the gender 9/10 prefix /N/, a nasal
unspecified for place of articulation. Example (16c) also has the class 10 prefix
/N/, but its singular form is in class 11 (see 14a). The Falling tone of the rootinitial syllable can be derived in a parallel manner to the one in (14c). As
mentioned earlier, word-initial nasals are not moraic and therefore are not
TBU's. Therefore, the underlying representation (UR) of (16c) is that in (17).
(17)

n- lim<i>
I

HH
It appears that a floating High must link to some TBU, such that a Falling
tone (from High to downstepped High) is derived in the same way it was in (14c).
This rule, called High Docking, is formalized in (18).
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(18) High Docking

®
I
I

H

We will see below that the High Docking rule can be as general as that stated
in (18) because there always turns out to be only one TBU to which a floating H
could dock without violating the prohibition on line crossing. The application of
(18) in the derivation of (16c) is given in (19).
(19) n - lim<i>

UR

1

H H
n -lim<i>

Low Insertion (13)

1

HLH
n -lim<i>

High Docking (18)

,//1

HLH
n -limi

..---1

Visibility & Low Default (8)

HLH
ndiml
'tongues'

Phonetic Representation

Comparing (19) and (l4a), we see that the tonal allomorphy of High-toned
gender 11/10 nouns (in this case /limi/ 'tongue') is accounted for straightforwardly. We note that High Docking applies to the prefixal floating High,
associating it to the only available TBU. In the case of the preprefixed form: fi-ndimi, we note that adding the preprefix i- at the same morphological level as the
root and class prefix would incorrectly predict that the High of the class 10 prefix
/n-/ would link to the prefix instead of the root-initial mora which is necessary to
create the Palling tone.1 5 As mentioned earlier, nasals are not moraic when
word-initial. It is at Level 2 when the preprefix is added that the nasal becomes a

15 Since the Falling tone in the words in (16) is on a short syllable, it turns out to be quite difficult

to tell whether it is phonetically from High to downstepped High, as the output of the phonology
suggests, or from High to Low. If the latter turns out to be the case, an additional rule (perhaps in
the phonetics) would be needed to make the adjustment.
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coda consonant and would be assigned a mora by the Weight-by-Position
principle. 16
Finally, let us consider the example in (16d), in which a noun contains a
monosyllabic root: f-ku-twi 'ear'. Assuming both final extraprosodicity and a
lexical H, we posit the following underlying form and derivation.
(20) ku - tw<i>
Underlying Representation
1

H

H

ku - tw<i>

Low Insertion (13)

1

HLH
ku - tw<i>

I"",

High Docking (8)

HLH
ku - twi

Visibility & Low Default (8)

HLHL
kfitwl
'ear'

Phonetic Representation

~:

In the derivation above we note that High Docking is again operative, this time
associating a Root High to the only available TBU.

2.3 Tone class III. We now turn to the analysis of nouns which do not exhibit
lexical extraprosodicity. We begin by considering nouns which have a High tone
on their final mora.
(21) a. a-rna-saka
f-chf-nuungf
u-/u-taanda
ff-n-taandti
f-/{-indf
u·/w-aaZa

b. f-ch{-!pa
,

",

u-mu-·se

'sorghum'
'porcupine'
'star'
'stars'
'grove'
'flat rock'
'eyelid'
'basket'

16 As an alternative to positing two morphologica11evels, it might be possible to analyze the
preprefix as extraprosodic, ordering Leftward Spread (10) after Visibility but before Low Default
(8), Though we will not pursue this analysis in detail here, it seems to make the same predictions
as the one adopted.
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If we assume that these nouns have an underlying High tone on their final
mora, their derivations follow straightforwardly from the rules proposed so far,
as illustrated by the derivations in (22) below.
(22) Derivations of nouns of Tone Class III (non-root-initial H)
a. lu-taanda
b. n-taanda
c. chi-pa
UR

I

I

H

H

H

I

I I

H

HH

n-taanda

/'

H
lu-taanda

I:

I

HL

H

Assoc. Conv. (5)

I

H

n-taanda

chi-pa

HLH

HLH

I: I

I I

Low Default (8)

lu-taanda

1 1/

1

HL

H

IwaaruUi
'star'

Low Insertion (13)
& Assoc. Conv. (5)

ntaanda
'stars'

chflpa
'eyelid'

Phonetic Rep.

The nouns in (22a,b) are the singular and plural forms of the root -taanda
'star'. Since the plural class 10 prefix /n-/ is not moraic, the H of that prefix links
to the initial mora of the root. This accounts for the Fall in the root-initial
syllable of the plural, correctly accounting for the tonal aUomorphy of this stem.
For expository purposes we will refer to these roots which bear a High on their
root-final TBU as Tone Class IlIa. Next, let us consider the nouns in (23).
(23) a. u-mu-sana
a-lai-luumba
f-chf-putu!wa
u-lu-peembe
a-ma-liindi
b. ff-m-peembe
ii-n-siingo
f-/{-indi

'waist'
'lightning'
'piece'
'hom'
'graves'
'horns'
'neck'
'grave'

In these forms, an underlying High on the class prefix does not spread to the
right. For this reason, we posit an underlying High tone, associated with the
initial TBU of the root, which prevents the prefixal High from spreading. These
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nouns constitute what we refer to as Tone Class lIIb. We propose a rule of Final
High Deletion which subsequently removes the root High.!7 To insure that such a
rule does not delete the word-fmal High tones in the forms in (21), we stipulate
that the High to be deleted must be multiply linked. This H-deletion rule is
formalized in (24).
(24) Final H Deletion (FHD)
H~0/J.l

11]
VW

The application of this rule to several nouns is illustrated in (25) below.
In (25a-c) the root surfaces as all Low because the lexical High associated with
the root becomes multiply linked and then subsequently deletes in virtue of the
Fial H Deletion rule. The forms in (25c,d) are the singular and plural forms of
the same root -peembe 'hom'. Since the class prefix is not moraic in the plural
form, Association Convention (5) forces the H to link to the only available mora,
the root-initial syllable. After Final H Deletion, the second mora of the initial
syllable will be linked to an L, producing a long Fall.
(25) Derivations of sample nouns from Tone Class lITh (root-initial H)
a. mu-sana b. chi-putulwa c.lu-~embe d. n-peembe
UR

I I

I I

I I

I

HH

HH

HH

HH

lu-peembe

n-peembe

HLH

HLH

mu-sana

I I
lLH

chi-putulwa

I I

HLH

I I

I

n-peembe

//1

Low Insert (13)

H Docking (18)

HLH

17 Alternatively, the rule could simply change the High into a Low. The rule as given is quite
similar to one proposed for Sukuma by Roberts [1992]. The differences are that in her rule: a) the
domain of application is the phrase instead of the word, b) the H becomes (extra) L instead of
deleting, and c) the H may be linked to one or more morae (see §2.4 for more discussion on this
point.) Interestingly, the speaker on which Kagaya [1987] based his Chi1ungu study (who is

younger than our consultant) appears to delete (or lower) H in the more general environment of
linkage to one or more morae.
of Chilungu tone.)

<:We infer this as Kagaya does not provide an autosegmental account
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mu-sana

1 1,'-

HLH
mu-sana

1

HL
mu-sana

I

I
I

HL
mu-sana

1

1,,,

HL
mUsana
'waist'

chi-putulwa

1 1"':----

HLH
chi-putulwa

1

HL
chi-putulwa

1 :

HL
chi-putul~;t
1 L..~--

HL
ch{putUlwa
'piece'

lu-peembe

1 1:_/--

lLH

.-/1' ,,-

Right H Spr (7)

I,;'

HLH

lu-peembe

1

HL

n-peembe

1

Final H Del (24)

HL

lu-peembe

I :

HL

n-peembe

1:

TAC (5)

HL

lu-peembe

1

n-~embe

I/~-----

HL

n-peembe

11-/-

Low Default (8)

HL

lupeembe
'hom'

mpeembe
'horns'

Phonetic Rep

2.4 Analysis of tone class IV [-H, -El: The final type of noun we will
consider is that which is phonetically all Low-toned, as in (26). The nouns in
(26b) are from class la, which has a null class prefix. (They form their plural
with ya-.)
(26) Nouns of Tone Class IV
'stomach'
a. ii-n-da
u-mu-nwe
'finger'
i-chi-zule
'tobacco garden'
u-mu-yeemba 'green bean'
i-chi-saasa
'door'

b. chisaka
chipuzi
muumbulwe
chUl11a
mutuumpe

'maize'
'pumpkin'
'monitor lizard'
'frog'
'peas'

In forms such as those in (26a), the underlying High tone of the class prefix
has disappeared. This occurs straightforwardly, and without any additional rules,
in virtue of Final High Deletion, if we assume that the roots in (26) are toneless,
as illustrated in the sample derivations in (27).
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(27) Derivations of nouns of Tone Class IV
a. mu-nwe
b. chi-saasa
c. 0-chipuzi

I

I

H

UR

H

mu-nwe

I-'
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~~~~

H

chi-saasa

Right H Spread (7)

1";:''':'---'

H

mu-nwe

chi-saasa

mu-nwe
,

chi-saas~

', .........

-

L

...

\1'

... .........~'

L

Final H Deletion (24)
0-chipuzi
,
I

_

L-Default (8)

...... 1,'

L

munwe

cfu'saasa

chipuzi

'finger'

'door'

'pumpkin'

Phonetic Rep.

Derivations such as those given in (27) can be contrasted with those given in
(9a-b) previously in which the final mora was extraprosodic. We insure that the
rule of Final H Deletion does not apply to the Tone Class I and Tone Class II
forms by ordering it after Visibility. We also note that the rule of Final High
Deletion is not one which is idiosyncratic and restricted to a single tonal class, but
instead is applicable in two separate tonal classes (i.e., nIb and IV).
One point of theoretical interest here is the Linking Constraint proposed in
Hayes [1986:331] which states that "Association lines in structural descriptions are
interpreted as exhaustive." Final High Deletion (24) appears to be a counterexample to the Linking Constraint in that it applies both when there are exactly
two association lines present (27a) and when there are more than two association
lines present (27b). We note here that Hayes [1986] based this constraint mainly
upon examples involving single and multiple linkages between the timing tier
(either in its CV, X, or moraic instantiation) and the segmental tier. No examples
involving the tonal tier were presented.
Goldsmith [1990] makes a proposal similar to Hayes's, dubbed the "Conjunctivity Condition", which states (and we paraphrase here) that the association lines
in a rule must be interpreted as exhaustive if the rule modifies or deletes a
segment (as opposed to a rule which adds or modifies association lines-these
latter rules not being subject to the Conjunctivity Condition). Goldsmith presents
an analysis of Kihunde which involves a rule which affects a singly linked tone,
but not a doubly-linked one.
While Final High Lowering violates the Linking Constraint and Conjunctivity
Condition, it turns out that there are other precedents in the literature for
interpreting tonal associations in rules not as exclusive associations, but as the
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minimal associations. Roberts [1992] presents a convincing analysis of Sukuma
which includes a rule (quite similar to ours) which lowers an utterance-final High
tone (see fn. 18). Crucially, that High tone may be singly or multiply linked.
Pulleyblank [1986] motivates a rule in Tonga which delinks the rightmost
association line from a High tone, but only if that High tone is multiply linked. In
light of these rules and ours, we suggest that the Linking Constraint and
Conjunctivity Condition cannot be held to be universal constraints on tonal
associations.
In summing up this section, Table 2 below provides both underlying and
phonetic representations of nouns from each tone class whose stem contains one,
two, or three morae.
Table 2. Sample nouns from each tone class
II. [+H, +E]
I. [-H, +E]
III. [+H, -E]

IV. [-H, -E]

1 11

ma-v<i>
I
H
[mavl]

ku-tw<i>
I
H H
[la1twl]

chi-pa
I
H
[chi!pa]

mu-nwe
I
H
[mill1we]

211

mu-Iom<o>
I
H
[mUl6mo]

lu- lim<i>
I
H
[lu!Iitnl]

ma-saka
I
I
H
H
[mashld]
mu-sana
I
I
H
H
[musana]

chi-zule
I
H
[chlzUle]

311

lu-nyelel<e>
I
H
[llinyelele]

chi-Ioot<o>
I I
HH
[chi! 166to]
musat<o>
I
H
[musato]

lu-taanda
I
I
H
H
[luthlmda]
chi-putulwe
I I
H H
[chipurnlwe]

chi-saasa
I
H
[chlsaasa]

2.5 Evidence from verbs: This section concludes with a brief discussion of

verbal infinitives (which are class 15 nouns), deverbal nominals, imperatives, and
finite verbs. Verbal infinitives have the morphological structure: (Preprefix) +
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Class prefix Iku-/ + Verb root + Final vowel /-a/. How then is extraprosodicity
manifested? It cannot be a property of verbal roots, as the final mora in a root is
never word-peripheral. What of the Final Vowel then? First, we recall that while
some nouns have final extraprosodicity and some do not, for any given root, this
extraprosodicity is found consistently in both the singular and plural (compare
examples in (14a),(19); (22a,b); (25c,d». Thus, while we pennit a given morpheme to exhibit extraprosodicity, this property is never variable with respect to
a single morpheme. Therefore, since the Final Vowel I-al is a separate morpheme
from the root, it should consistently be either extraprosodic or not. This principle
reduces the potential number of tone classes from four to two. It turns out that all
verbal infinitives fall into Tone Classes I and II, and never into III or IV, a fact
we can straightforwardly account for by assuming that the FV is always
extraprosodic.
(28) a. Tone Class I
u-ku-sh-a
u-ku-vul-a
u-ku-vffmb-a
u-kw-ffmb-a
u-ku-fulumy-a
b. Tone Class II
u-ku-!sh-a
u-ku-!vul-a
u-ku-!vffmb-a
u-kw-fimb-a
'k"j('
uu-· lsam-a,

'to leave'
'to be enough'
'to thatch'
'to dig'
'to boil over'
'to grind'
'to inquire'
'to swell'
'to sing'
'to hide'

c. Tone Class III
*u-ku-CvCv
*u-ku-Cv!Cv
d. Tone Class IV
*u-lcU-CvCv
When toneless object markers are added to these verbal infinitives we observe
tonal allomorphy in the object as seen in the examples below.
(29) a. u-ku-ziik-a
u-ku-mu-zffk-a
b. u-ku-!teek-a
u-ku-mu-teek-a

'to bury'
'to bury him'
'to put down'
'to put him down'
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This tonal allomorphy is accounted for straightforwardly by our analysis,
illustrated in (30) below.
(30) a. ku-mu-ziik<a>

I

H

b. ku-mu-teek<a>

I

I

H

H

ku-mu-teek<a>

I

I

U.R.

Low Insertion (13)

H LH

ku-mu-teek<a>

I

I
I

I

Tonal Assoc. Convention (5)

H LH
ku-mu-ziik<a>

..

I_~ ·~:=::::::'

H
ku-mu-ziika
~

H

L

ku-mu-teek<a>
I I 1,/
H LH

Right H Spread (7)

ku-mu-teeka

Visibility & Low Def. (8)

I

I V

H LH L

ukumuzffkiz

ukumuteekiz

'to bury him'

'to put him down'

Next let us consider deverbal nominals and their corresponding verbal
infinitives. In Chilungu deverbal nominals are formed by adding a noun class
marker and nominalizing suffix onto a verb root. This is demonstrated in (31).
(31)

a. u-kU-siuikul-a
f-chf-siulkul-o

b. u-ku-!luung-a
u-mu-! luung-i

'to comb'
'comb' (Class 7/8)
'to hunt'
'hunter' (Class 1/2)

It should be evident that if we assume that the root for 'comb' is toneless and
the root for 'hunt' is High toned, the surface patterns follow straightforwardly
from our rules above (see derivations of Tone Class I and Tone Class II nouns,
respectively, above.) It turns out that it is also possible to create deverbal nouns
with the prefix Ika-I and suffix I-ai, as in (32). This prefix can be added to
virtually any verbal root and differs from the class 12 prefix Ika-I in that the
former is toneless while the latter is High toned. (Additionally the class 12 prefix

usually has a diminutive reading associated with it, whereas the nominalizing /ka-/
does not.)
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(32) a. u-ku-tot-a
ka-tot-a
u-ku-kom-a
ka-kOm-a

b. u-kU-!loosh-a
ka-Ioosh-a
u-ku-! temw-a
ka-temw-a
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'to stab'
'one who stabs'
'to kill'
'one who kills'
'to mourn'
'one who mourns'
'to love'
'one who loves'

The verbal infinitives in (32a) clearly belong to Tone Class I, which we have
analyzed as toneless. Whereas these roots generally surface with a High-toned
stem-initial syllable, as a result of the Rightward High Spread of a preceding
High-toned prefix (see (28a»), we see in (32a) that when a toneless prefix is
added, the underlying toneless nature of the root is evident phonetically. In (32b),
containing verbal infinitives of Class II, we see that when a toneless prefix
precedes, the root-initial mora surfaces as a High (instead of a High that is
downstepped due to a preceding High, as in (28b)).
Further evidence that the Class I pattern is best analyzed as having a toneless
stem-initial mora and not a High-toned one can be seen in verbal imperatives
where again, in the absence of a High-toned prefix, the underlying nature of the
root tone is revealed. In (33), imperatives for both Tone Class I and Tone Class
II verbs are given.
(33) a. ku-tot-a
tot-a
ku-kom-a
kom-a

b. ku-!loosh-a
loosh-a
ku-!temw-a
temw-a

'to stab'
'stab!'
'to kill'
'kill!'
'to mourn'
'mourn!'
'to love'
'love! '

The surface tonal patterns of both deverbal nominals and imp'eratives fall out
straightforwardly from our analysis and argue against any analysis in which the
initial mora of Tone Class I roots is underlyingly High.

While the focus of this paper is the range of tonal patterns in Chilungu nouns,
we note that the rules developed here are also relevant for finite verbal morpho-
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logy. This can be seen in the finite Remote Future Progressive forms in (34) of
kU-jUl-a 'wash' and kU-! sul-a 'hit'.18
(34) tu- ta-a-jUl-an-a
we-F-P-wash-R-FV
'we will be washing each other'

tU-Ia-a-! sul-an-a
we-F-P-hit-R-FV
'we will be hitting each other'

If we assume that the subject marker /tu-/ and progressive prefix /-a-/ are
High-toned and that the remaining verbal affixes are toneless, the phonetic forms
are derived straightforwardly by our rules, as illustrated by the following
derivations (35).
(35) a. tu-Ia-a-ful-an<a>

I

I

H

H

b. tu-Ia-a-sul-an<a>

I

I I

H

H H

tu -la-a -ful-an<a>

tu-Ia-a-sul-an<a>

HLH

HLHLH

tu-Ia-a-ful-an<a>

tu-Ia-a-sul-an<a>

HLH

HLHLH

tu -la-a -ful-an<a>

tu-la-a-sul-an<a>

HLH

HLHLH

tu-la-a-ful-an-a

tu-la-a-sul-an-a

HLH

HLHLH

I

I

I :I

I 11,,:::.:::,:-"

II~

L

tu[aajUlana
'we will be washing
each other'

I

I I

I :I I

I I I 1/'

III V

UR

Low Insertion (13)

Tonal Assoc. Con. (5)

Right H Spread (7)

Visibility & Low Def. (8)

L

tUlaa!sUlanil
'we will be hitting each other'

We note in the derivation above that Low Insertion must be iterative as it
applies twice in (35b). Additionally we see that the rule of Rightward High
Spread is not confined to nominal roots and prefixes as it applies to the verbal
tense/aspect prefix /a-/ in (35a).

18 F=future, P=progres-sive, R=reciprocal, FV=Final Vowel.
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3. Alternative analyses
We would now like to contrast briefly our approach with one which would not
involve extraprosodicity. First, we have shown above that CVCV roots can have
five possible stem tone patterns.1 9
(36) Tone patterns with bimoraic roots
a. (Class I)
u-mu-16mo 'mouth' (9a)
b. (Class II)

u-Iu-!Umi

'tongue' (14a)

c. (Class IlIa) a-rna-sakQ

'sorghum' (2Ia)

d. (Class IIIb) u-mu-sana

'waist' (2Sa)

e. (Class IV)

'tobacco garden' (26a)

i-chi-zule

Monosyllabic noun roots have four, not two, possible tonal patterns.
(37) Tone patterns with monomoraic roots
a. (Class I)
a-ma-vi
'excreta' (6)
b. (Class II)

i-ku-twi

'ear' (20)

c. (Class III)

i-chi-!pa

'eyelid' (22c)

c. (Class IV)

u-mu-nwe

'finger' (27a).

It is therefore not possible to entertain analyses used commonly in the literature which assume that each mora is underlyingly either H or not, or even one
19 While the claims made in this paper are based solely on the synchronic data, we provide a brief
summary here of the relationship between the Chilungu Tone Types for CVCV roots and ProtoBantu forms reconstructed by Guthrie [1967-71]. (With regard to Proto-Bantu nominal prefixes,
preprefixes have been reconstructed as High-toned, while class prefixes have been reconstructed as
Low-toned.) While most Proto-Bantu *LL roots wind up in Tone Class I /fj<>/ (e.g., *-domo
'mouth' ~ u-mu-16m6 ), a portion wind up in Tone Class IV /fjfj/ (e.g., *-pucij. ~ chi-puzi.). Most
Proto- Bantu *HL roots wind up in Tone Class II /H<>/ (e.g., *-dimi 'tongue' ~ u-Iu-fUmi ),
although a few wind up in Tone Class IIIb /Hfj/ (e.g., *-cungU 'poison' ~ u-suungu 'pain from
poison'). Nearly all Proto-Bantu *LH roots wind up in Tone Class lIla /fjH/ (e.g., *-chlca
'kaffrrcorn' ~ a-ma-saM 'sorghum'). It turns out that Proto-Bantu *HH forms are somewhat
evenly split between Tone Class II /H<>/ (e.g., *-kunyu 'fig tree' ~ u-mu-!kunyu) and Tone
Class IIIb /Hfj/ (e.g. *-dema 'lame person' ~ i-chi-Iema). In sum, Proto *H generally winds up
being analyzed as High. The only exception in this regard is the second TBU in the *HH forms,
though it should be noted that the synchronic /Hfj/ forms become HH after Rightward High

Spread. The most intriguing historical issue, though one clearly outside the scope of this paper, is
how certain root-final Proto *L's became analyzed as underspecified while others became analyzed
as extra-prosodic.
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which assumes that each mora is underlyingly either H or L, as this type of
analysis will only generate 2n tonal classes (where n=number of morae in root),
predicting a four-way distinction in (36) and only a two-way distinction in (37).
Such an approach is clearly inadequate to the task of generating all the Chilungu
patterns.
With regard to trimoraic roots, it turns out that there are six distinct tone
patterns. The undergeneration of tonal patterns for such roots is not a problem in
a system without extraprosodicity where each TBU has two tonal possibilities,
since such a system generates eight tone classes. As can be seen in Table I (page
6), our analysis predicts that there should be seven possible underlying forms. It
turns out that there are six distinct attested tone patterns in nouns with trimoraic
roots. This result is straightforwardly predicted by our analysis since the distinction between two of the forms of Tone Class III, where the H is non-final, is
neutralized by Final High Deletion, which deletes the root H in both cases. The
six attested patterns are given in (38).
(38) Tone patterns with trimoraic roots
a. (Class I)
u-lu-nyeLele
'ant'(see (9b))
b. (Class II)

f-U-! fnsozi

'tear' (14c)

c. (Class II)

musata

'python' (ISb)

d. (Class rna) u-lu-taanda

'star' (22a)

e. (Class IIIb) f-chf-putulwa 'piece' (2Sb)
f. (Class N)

i-chi-saasa
chlpuzi

'door' (26)
'pumpkin' (26)

It should be noted that there is one respect in which our analysis is more
restrictive than an analysis without extraprosodicity, in that an underlying High in
all our underlying representations is associated to only one TBU. If we assume
some morpheme structure constraint which permits a maximum of one TBU to
be linked to an underlyingly High tone, then any purely binary distinction on
TBU's (without extraprosodicity) would predict only 4 tonal patterns for trimoraic roots (one toneless, and three involving a High linked to a single TBU),
failing to account for two of these six patterns.
One way to account for all the distinctions in (36)-(38) without extraprosodicity would be to allow contour tones underlyingly. We submit there are
(at least) two major problems with this approach. First, allowing underlying
High, Low, and Falling tones (or alternatively High, Low, and Rising) on any
mora generates 3n tonal classes. This approach would undergenerate in the case
of monosyllabic forms, as it would only generate a three-way distinction. The
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approach would overgenerate in the case of bimoraic nouns as it generates nine
tonal classes, while only five are attested (36). In the case of trimoraic forms, 27
distinct forms would be predicted, while only six are attested. Secondly, even if
the over-/undergeneration problem is ignored or partially remedied (e.g., by
limiting underlying contours to a single prosodic position such as the penultimate
syllable), in looking at the actual surface forms in (36)-(38) it does not seem
obvious at all which forms should be analyzed as containing a Falling (or Rising)
tone underlyingly. We conclude that while this approach would not involve
lexical extraprosodicity, it overgenerates and seems an ad hoc solution to the
problem.
A second alternative account of the Chilungu data not involving extraprosodicity would posit a three-way underlying distinction-High, Low, or
nothing-for any mora (as was assumed, for example, in Pulleyblank's [1986]
analysis of Tiv and Margi). Such an analysis would propose an underlying High
where we posit High, an underlying Low where we posit extraprosodicity
(effectively shielding the word-final syllable from the effects of Rightward High
Spread), and underspecification everywhere else. This alternative analysis, like
the previous one, suffers from over-/undergeneration in the exact way just
described, as 3n tonal classes are once again predicted to occur, but demonstrably
do not. Crucially, what would be needed in this approach would be some
Morpheme Structure Constraint, relegating underlying Low's to word-final
morae. We submit, however, that this is clearly arbitrary and simply descriptive
rather than predictive, as there is nothing inherent in Low tones which should
limit their distribution in this way. In contrast, the special status of word-final
morae is directly accounted for under an analysis assuming extraprosodicity
which by definition may only be domain-peripheral (with the unmarked edge
being the right).
Finally, let us consider a third alternative analysis in which extraprosodicity is
not lexical, but rather, completely general. In an effort to overcome the overgeneration problem, let us assume that there is maximum of one linked underlying tone per morpheme, whether that be a Low or High tone. Plausible
underlying representations for the five tone classes of CVCV roots would be as
given in (39). (Surface forms are given in parentheses.)
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(39) a. Tone Class I
b. Tone Class II

CVCV

(cv-cvcv)

CVCV
I

H

c. Tone Class IlIa

CVCV

(cv-cvcv)

I
H

d. Tone Class IITh

CVCV

(cV-cvcv)

I
L

e. Tone Class IV

CVCV

(cv-cvcv)

I

L

Given these OR's, one could assume a general rule of extraprosodicity which
applied to toneless word-final morae. Given the Rightward High Spread rule
above, this would correctly predict that the final syllable in Tone Classes I and II
surfaces as Low. The general extraprosodicity rule would not affect Tone Classes
IlIa and IV as the final mora is linked to a tone. Final extraprosodicity would in
fact apply to Tone Class 11Th, but its effect would be vacuous as the stem-initial
Low serves to block the rightward spreading of any High to its left. It is the Tone
Class IV forms, however, that seem problematic for this analysis. If, for
example, we assume a word-final Low as shown in (3ge), then we could posit a
rule which spreads a word-final Low tone to the left. The rule would not only
have to be iterative, but it would also have to be formulated such that the Low
spreads onto a mora already linked to a High tone (e.g., the High of the subject
marker in this case), after which the High tone would delete or delink.
Alternatively, one could posit a rule which would delete or delink a High if
followed by a word-final Low tone. Both of these approaches seem completely
ad-hoc as they are not general processes which affect a Low tone. The
deletion/delinking of the High must only be triggered by a word-final Low, and
not any other Low such as the inserted one in (39c). This is especially odd as it
turns out that the trigger Low must be the one furthest away from the target
High.
Another drawback of the above analysis is evident when we consider the
monomoraic roots, since a High vs. Low vs. ~ distinction gives us three possible
OR's instead of four. In the case of trimoraic roots, having a Low linked to the

middle mora would predict a surface form where the class prefix is High and the
root is High-Low-Low. Such patterns seem unattested. From a typological
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perspective, while positing underlying Lows in a Narrow Bantu language is not
unheard of (cf. Cassimjee [1983]), it is certainly extremely rare as most of these
languages are analyzed in terms of an underlying H vs. jij distinction (where the
TBU varies from the mora, syllable, or morpheme).
We therefore conclude that the problems entailed in the alternative analyses
which we have considered outweigh any "gain" of excluding the kind of lexical
extraprosodicity proposed here (and elsewhere as discussed above). Our account,
assuming extraprosodicity yields the desired generation of tonal classes, and
requires tonal rules which we have noted are attested elsewhere in the literature.

4. Lexical extraprosodicity within generative theory
The central and most innovative aspect of our analysis is the assumption that
extraprosodicity can be lexically conditioned. The sub-theory of extraprosodicity
as it was initially formulated allowed for peripheral constituents (e.g., a segment,
mora or syllable) to be invisible for the purposes of stress placement (cf.
Liberman and Prince [1977], Nanni [1977], and Hayes [1981]). First we wish to
note that it is not the case that stress systems which exhibit extrametricality must
exhaustively mark the final constituent of every word in the language as extrametrical. In English, final extrametricality is invoked for nouns, but not for
verbs (accounting in part for pairs such as rebel (n.) vs. rebel (v.); pervert (n.)
vs. pervert (v.), etc.). Hayes [1995] lists other languages in which extrametricality
is used in certain lexical classes, but not others, or to distinguish regular vs.
exceptional forms. These include Spanish [Harris 1983], Polish [Franks 1985],
Yawelmani [Archangeli 1984], Piraha [Everett 1988], Djingili [Chadwick 1975],
and Chamorro [Chung 1983]. We would suggest that, as with many other
phonological phenomena, what is systematic in one language may be found to be
less systematic and more lexical in another. Stress is a case in point. While its
placement is generally predictable, it nevertheless can be lexical (as, for example,
in Russian). The same has been shown to be true of the placement of "accent".
While its placement is generally predictable, certain accents must be lexically
determined in Chaga [McHugh 1990], KiYaka [Kidima 1991], and Llogori
[Goldsmith 1991]. We therefore suggest that our proposal that extraprosodicity
can be lexically as well as phonologically determined is not an unnatural outgrowth of generative theory.
There is, of course, good precedent for positing extraprosodic elements in
tone systems. Derived extratona1ity has been postulated in a variety of analyses.
Pulleyblank [1986] suggests that the first vowel of toneless verb roots is extratonal in Tonga, while Goldsmith [1990] states that word-initial vowels are
extratonal in Kirundi. Myers [1987] suggests that word-final syllables are
extratonal in Shona, Odden [1988] that word-final TBU's in Safwa and Kinga are
extraprosodic. And Kenstowicz [1994] asserts that pre-pausal vowels are
extra tonal in Makua.
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With regard to lexical extratonality, Pulleyblank [1986] states that toneless
subject prefixes in Tonga are all extratonal. In Margi, Pulleyblank's analysis
assumes that the 2nd and 3rd person suffixed pronouns are extraprosodic, as well
as the 2nd sg. and all plural subject enclitics. Poser [1984] assumes that certain
suffixes in Japanese are lexically extratonal.
Perhaps the most explicit theory to date on the formalization of extraprosodicity within Generative Grammar is that given by Inkelas [1989]. In that
work, Inkelas makes the strong claim that "only those phonological elements
belonging to affixes and clitics can be lexically invisible." All the analyses
involving extratonality mentioned above are consistent with her claims since the
only unpredictable (and therefore lexical) marking of extraprosodicity are of
nonlexical forms. 20
Blevins' [1993] analysis of Lithuanian, however, seems to directly challenge
Inkelas's claims. In Blevins' analysis, the four accent types described in the
traditional literature on Lithuanian are accounted for by positing distinct
underlying tonal representations for each tonal class. For our purposes here, we
simply note that the formal difference between the traditional "acute" (long
Falling) and the "circumflex" (long Rising) accents in word-initial position results
from the absence or presence, respectively, of lexical extraprosodicity of the
word-initial mora. The present analysis of Chilungu is quite parallel to Blevins'
analysis of Lithuanian in that lexical extraprosodicity is not consigned to a
handful of exceptional forms, but is used to distinguish an entire tonal class
(specifically, one in Lithuanian, and two in Chilungu).2 1 We conclude in this
regard that lnkelas' claim that only affixes and clitics can be extraprosodic is too
strong and must be loosened in the face of evidence provided by languages such
as Lithuanian and Chilungu. As far as we can tell this does not invalidate or
necessitate revisions in other aspects of Inkelas's [1989] theory of extraprosodicity.
20 Interestingly, our proposal that the verbal Final Vowel is lexically extraprosodic is consistent
with Inkelas's claims. Yet the rules necessitated by that assumption (e.g., (unbounded) Rightward
High Spread) are applicable in the tonology of nouns only if certain final syllables can be made
extraprosodic.
21 One other instance where lexical extraprosodicity has been suggested in the analysis of a tone
language can be found in Odden's [1988] analysis of Kimatuumbi where he parenthetically
suggests that a certain subset of nouns have an extraprosodic final syllable. As the idea is not
pursued there in any detail, however, we cannot elaborate upon it further here.
With regard to the claim that none of the Chilungu tonal classes can be treated as "exceptional",
we found in our database that the percentage of nouns in the various tonal classes are as follows:
36% in Class I, 29% in Class II, 26% in Class III (15% in Illa, 11 % in IIIb), and 9% in Class IV.
Therefore, while it is certainly true that more nouns exhibit final extraprosodicity than those which
do not, if, e.g. the lack of final extraprosodicity (on toneless syllables) was 'exceptional' then a
full 20% of the lexicon (Class IIIb & IV) would have to be marked as exceptional. Given these
numbers, it seems more reasonable to us to treat these as tonal classes in their own right rather than
'exceptions'. In Appendix A, 171 representative nouns are given by tonal class.
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5. Summary
We have argued above that the complex array of surface tonal patterns in
Chilungu can be accounted for in a restrictive autosegmental model where 1)
roots have a maximum of one High tone, 2) Low tones are completely
underspecified underlyingly and 3) certain roots exhibit lexically marked final
extraprosodicity. We have shown that the rules necessary to derive the surface
forms are relatively few in number and are attested elsewhere in Bantu.
Several historical and theoretical points of interest have been raised.
Diachronically, Chilungu is interesting because there are more phonemic tonal
contrasts than were present in Proto-Bantu. While Proto-Bantu had a two way
tonal distinction in nouns with monosyllabic roots, Chilungu has a four way
distinction (compare Table I and the data in (37)), and while Proto-Bantu had a
four way tonal contrast in nouns with CVCV, Chilungu has a five way contrast
(compare Table I and the data in (36)). The "extra" distinctions were shown to be
a result of the introduction of fmal extraprosodicity in certain roots.
Chilungu is interesting theoretically as well. First, we found evidence that
downstep in Chilungu is not a late phonetic effect, but is best accounted for by an
early rule in the phonology. This was particularly evident in the derivation in
(15a) where the inserted Low links to a free TBU.
Second, we saw that the Linking Constraint does not seem to hold in Chilungu,
at least as concerns the rule of Final High Deletion as formalized in (24). We
suggested that perhaps this constraint might need to be viewed as crosslinguistically parametric or modified to interpret association lines in a rule as a
'minimal' requirement for tonal associations.
Finally and most importantly, while cases of predictable extraprosodicity are
numerous, we submit that the nominal tonology in Chilungu is most insightfully
analyzed by assuming that certain noun roots (as well as the Final Vowel -a)
exhibit lexical extraprosodicity. We pointed out that this type of extraprosodicity
(within a tone system) is not only attested elsewhere, but should be seen as a
development quite parallel to the lexicalization of other formal elements which
are generally predictable, such as stress and accent.
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Appendix A
Nouns of Tone Class I
anuivi
tbeli
tcluUiLO
tchifULa
tch{tntU
tchtlayo
tchtlbu
tchtsaakUlo
ichisaali
tchtzuungu

ifwa
tfmbaLa
timbaLamtnwe
iimbavi
tfmbazo
tfmjweele
tfmpala
tfmpapa
tfmpeleembe
tfnkala
tfnk66nde
tfnt6l6mtlo
tfnz6vu
tkasa
ilM
tng'66mbe
£pUla
tse
ts6te
tsumo

'excreta'
'firstborn '
'field'
'well'
'thing'

'promise'
'chin'

'comb'
'sugar-cane'
'English'
'leaf'
'burn from fire'
'ring'

'paddle'
'ribs'
'sheep'
'baldness'
'skin (animal)'
'antelope'
'crab'
'banana'
'windpipe'
'elephant'
'arm'

'flower'
'cow'
'wax'

'hoe (large)'
'grass'
'spear'

ttama
tvtLezu
izala
izeengo
m66t6kil
uIalo
ulapo
ultptlo
ulukwi
ulunyeLele
ulupya
ulusekO
ulweendo
ulyaamba
umuLamu
umul6mo
umulyaango
umunjili
umuti
umuunsi
umuuntu
umuza
umuzi
umuziinga
umweenzo
umwiili
umwtfyulu
umw66ng6l6lo
ut66nge
waanga

'cheek'
'beard'
'hunger'
'wooden pole'
'car'
'bridge'
'oath'
'payment'
'log of firewood'
'ant'
'brush fire'
'laugh (n.)'
'journey'
'fish scale'
'brother-in-law'
'mouth'
'doorway'
'warthog'
'tree'
'mortar'
'person'
'wind'
'village'
'beehive'
'heart'
'body'

ich(bdLa
ich(k6zi
tch(166to
ich(pute

'scar'
'vulture'
'dream'
'boil'

'sky'

'backbone'
'cotton'
'witchcraft'

Nouns of Tone Class II
anuifuta
ch(taLa
,,!

l

,

we

"
,
z,,!yaayz

'oil'
'floor mat'
'stone'
'egg'
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Tone Class II, continued

ichfsaanzi
ichfsima
ichfye
iimbaU
iimbezu
iimbfla
{imfuti
iimpela
iimpumi
ffmvfmbo
iimvula
findfmi
{{ndobo
iin/"io'ndil
iinkdunka
{{nsffmbi
""
,! ,
...
llnslmgo
iinsonyi
ifnzo!okQ
fkutwi
afini

'broom'
'well'
'shoulder'
'side'
'seed'
,announcement'
'gun'
'end'
'forehead'
'swelling'
'rain'
'tongues'
'fish-hook'
'skin (human)'
'pigeon'
'iron'
'neck
'shame'
'snake'
'ear'
'egg'

afino
afinso
affnsozi
ing' a!dndil
"
,,! "
..
myoonga
ftdundu
musato
dtuulo
duchi
uldUmi
uldpeche
ulduzi
U/wo'!aJa
Umd chcUinga
umdkdo'te
umdkdzyo'ana
umu!kunyu
umu!kuundu
umdluungi
umdunsuundo

'tooth'
'eye'
'tear'
'house'
'snail'
'back'
'python'
'offering'
'honey'
'tongue'
'kernel'
'river'
'fingernail'
'sand'
'bread'
'girl'
'fig tree'
'anus'
'hunter'
'leech'

Nouns of Tone Class IlIa

amasakd
o'matuunzi
ichinuungf
iimboo
iim/ilJf
iintaaruki
inyuungu
ftaangO,
ulukuungu
uluoyo'
U/UtcUlnda
U/waa/o'
umu!se

'sorghum'
'urine'
'porcupine'
'buffalo'
'darlrness'
'grove'
'pot'
'cattle pen'
'dust'
'bee sting'
'star'
'flat rock'
'basket'

umumpakd
umupenf
umusanO
umUsanyo'
umusazi
umuselu
umuyiindo'
umweele
umwfipo'
waazf
wfino'
woongo

'boundary'
'knife'

'chief wife'
'day'
'calabash bottle'
'nausea'
'loin cloth'
'knife'
'nephew'
'blood'
'pit'
'brain'
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Nouns of Tone Class IIIb
tikii/O/mda
tiktilUitmba
timdliindi
fchflbnil
fchfpumlwa
fchfsiki
fchfuumba
fchfuungu
flfindi
ulukOpyo

'misfortune'
'lightning'
'graves'
'lame person'
'piece'
'tree stump'
'wall'
, caterpillar'
'grave'
'eyelash'

ulunyeele
ulupeembe
ulupeenzu
ulutuungu
umUlaandu
umu[uundu
amusanil
umutuumpe
usUitngu

'hair'
'hom'
'cockroach'
'hip'
'fault; debt'
'raised ground'
'waist'
'stupid person'
'pain from poison'

iinda
mpaanga
mukolo
mutuumpe
muumbulwe
umunwe
umuyeemba
yeemba

'stomach'
'forest'
'hoe'
'peas'
'monitor lizard'
'finger'
'green bean'
'lake'

Nouns of Tone Class IV
chimani
chipuzi
chisaka
chitlindi
chitiiti
chUitIa

iclu'saasa
icht'zule

'left hand'
'pumpkin'
'maize'
'dung'
'mashed eggplant'
'frog'
'door'
'tobacco garden'
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